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SPARSE RECOVERY BY NON-CONVEX OPTIMIZATION –

INSTANCE OPTIMALITY

RAYAN SAAB AND ÖZGÜR YILMAZ

Abstract. In this note, we address the theoretical properties of !p, a class
of compressed sensing decoders that rely on !p minimization with p ! (0, 1)
to recover estimates of sparse and compressible signals from incomplete and
inaccurate measurements. In particular, we extend the results of Candès,
Romberg and Tao [3] and Wojtaszczyk [30] regarding the decoder !1, based
on !1 minimization, to !p with p ! (0, 1). Our results are two-fold. First,
we show that under certain su"cient conditions that are weaker than the
analogous su"cient conditions for !1 the decoders !p are robust to noise and
stable in the sense that they are (2, p) instance optimal. Second, we extend
the results of Wojtaszczyk to show that, like !1, the decoders !p are (2, 2)
instance optimal in probability provided the measurement matrix is drawn
from an appropriate distribution. While the extension of the results of [3] to
the setting where p ! (0, 1) is straightforward, the extension of the instance
optimality in probability result of [30] is non-trivial. In particular, we need
to prove that the LQ1 property, introduced in [30], and shown to hold for
Gaussian matrices and matrices whose columns are drawn uniformly from the
sphere, generalizes to an LQp property for the same classes of matrices. Our
proof is based on a result by Gordon and Kalton [18] about the Banach-Mazur
distances of p-convex bodies to their convex hulls.

1. Introduction

The sparse recovery problem received a lot of attention lately, both because of its
role in transform coding with redundant dictionaries (e.g., [9,28,29]), and perhaps
more importantly because it inspired compressed sensing [3, 4, 13], a novel method
of sensing certain classes of analog signals more e!ciently compared to the classical
approach based on Nyquist-Shannon sampling theory. Define "N

S to be the set of
all S-sparse vectors

"N
S := {x ! R

N ; #supp(x) " S},

and define compressible vectors as vectors that can be well approximated in "N
S .

Let !S(x)!p denote the best S-term approximation error of x in "p (quasi-)norm
where p > 0, i.e.,

!S(x)!p := min
v!!N

S

#x $ v#p.
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Let A be an M % N matrix, where M < N , and define the associated encoder
EA : RN &' RM via

EA(x) = Ax.

The transform coding and compressed sensing problems mentioned above require
the existence of decoders, say # : RM &' RN , for such encoders with roughly the
following properties:

(C1) #(EA(x)) = x whenever x ! "N
S with su!ciently small S.

(C2) #x$#(EA(x)+e)# ! #e#+!S(x)!p , where the norms are appropriately cho-
sen. Here e denotes measurement error, e.g., thermal and computational
noise.

(C3) #(EA(x)) can be computed e!ciently (in some sense).

Below, we denote the (in general noisy) encoding of x by b, i.e., we have

(1) b = Ax + e.

In general, the problem of constructing decoders with properties (C1)-(C3) is non-
trivial (even in the noise-free case) as A is overcomplete, i.e., the linear system of
M equations in (1) is underdetermined, and thus admits infinitely many solutions.
In order for a decoder to satisfy (C1)-(C3), it must choose the “correct solution”
among these infinitely many solutions. Under the assumption that the original
signal x is sparse, one can phrase the problem of finding the desired solution as an
optimization problem where the objective is to maximize an appropriate “measure”
of sparsity while simultaneously satisfying the constraints defined by (1).

In the noise-free case, i.e., when e = 0 in (1), under certain conditions on the
M % N matrix A, e.g., if A is in general position, it can be shown that there is a
decoder #0 which satisfies #0(EA(x)) = x for all x ! "N

S whenever S < M/2 [14].
This #0 can be explicitly computed via the optimization problem

(2) #0(b) := arg min
y

#y#0 subject to b = Ay.

Here #y#0 denotes the number of non-zero components of the vector y, equivalently
its so-called "0-norm. Clearly, the sparsity of y is reflected by its "0-norm.

1.1. Decoding by "1 minimization. As mentioned above, it can be shown that
#0(Ax) = x exactly if x is su!ciently sparse depending on the matrix A. However,
the associated optimization problem is combinatorial in nature, thus its complexity
grows extremely quickly as N becomes much larger than M . Naturally, one then
seeks to modify the optimization problem so that it lends itself to solution methods
that are more tractable than combinatorial search. In fact, it has been shown that,
in the noise-free setting, the decoder defined by "1 minimization, given by

(3) #1(b) = argmin
x

#x#1 subject to Ax = b,

recovers x exactly if x is su!ciently sparse and the matrix A has certain properties
(e.g., [3, 6, 9, 14, 15, 26]). In particular, it has been shown in [3] that if x ! "N

S and
A satisfies a certain restricted isometry property, e.g., #3S < 1/3 or more generally
#(k+1)S < k"1

k+1 for some k, kS ! N+, then #1(Ax) = x. Here #S are the S-restricted
isometry constants of A, as introduced by Candès, Romberg and Tao (see, e.g., [3]),
defined as the smallest constants satisfying

(4) (1 $ #S)#c#2
2 " #Ac#2

2 " (1 + #S)#c#2
2
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for every c ! "N
S . Throughout the paper, using the notation of [30], we say that a

matrix satisfies RIP(S, #) if #S < #.
Checking whether a given matrix satisfies a certain RIP is computationally in-

tensive, and becomes rapidly untractable as the size of the matrix increases. On the
other hand, there are certain classes of random matrices which have favorable RIP.
In fact, let A be an M % N matrix the columns of which are i.i.d. random vectors
with any sub-Gaussian distribution. It has been shown that A satisfies RIP (S, #)
with S " c1M/log(N/M), # < 1 with probability > 1 $ 2ec2M (see, e.g., [1], [5]).

In addition to recovering sparse vectors from error-free observations, it is impor-
tant that the decoder used to obtain the approximation be robust to noise and stable
with regards to the “compressibility” of x. In other words, we require that the recon-
struction error scale well with the measurement error and with the “non-sparsity”
of the signal (i.e., (C2) above). For matrices that satisfy RIP((k + 1)S, #),with
# < k"1

k+1 , it has been shown in [3] that there exists a feasible decoder #"
1 for which

the approximation error ##"
1(b) $ x#2 scales linearly with the measurement error

#e#2 " $ and with !S(x)!1 . More specifically, define the decoder

(5) #"
1(b) = arg min

x
#x#1 subject to #Ax $ b#2 " $.

The following theorem of Candes et al. in [3] provides error guarantees when x is
not “exactly” sparse and when the observation is noisy.

Theorem 1.1. [3] Fix $ ( 0, assume that x is arbitrary, and let b = Ax+ e where
#e#2 " $ (where A is an M % N matrix with M < N). If #3S + 3#4S < 2, then
#"

1(b) satisfies

(6) ##"
1(b) $ x#2 " C1,S$+ C2,S

!S(x)!1)
S

.

For reasonable values of #4S, the constants are well behaved; e.g., C1,S = 12.04 and
C2,S = 8.77 for #4S = 1/5.

Remark 1.1.1. This means that given b = Ax + e, and x is su!ciently sparse,
#"

1(b) recovers the underlying sparse signal within the noise level. Consequently
the recovery is perfect if $ = 0.

Remark 1.1.2. By explicitly assuming x to be sparse, Candès et. al. [3] proved a
version of the above result with smaller constants, i.e., for b = Ax + e with x ! "N

S
and #e#2 " $,

(7) ##"
1(b) $ x#2 " CS$,

where CS < C1,S .

Remark 1.1.3. Recently, Candès [2] showed that #2S <
)

2$ 1 is su!cient to guar-
antee robust and stable recovery in the sense of (6) with slightly better constants.

In the noise free case, i.e., when $ = 0, the reconstruction error in Theo-
rem 1.1 is bounded above by !S(x)!1/

)
S (see (6)). This upper bound would

sharpen if one could replace !S(x)!1/
)

S with !S(x)!2 on the right hand side of
(6) (note that !S(x)!1 can be large even if all the entries in the reconstruction
error are small but nonzero; this follows from the fact that for any vector y ! RN ,
#y#2 " #y#1 "

)
N#y#2, and consequently there are many vectors x for which

!S(x)!1/
)

S * !S(x)!2 , especially when N is large). In [10] it was shown that
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the term C2,S!S(x)!1/
)

S on the right hand side of (6) cannot be replaced with
C!S(x)!2 if one seeks the inequality to hold for all x ! RN with a fixed matrix A,
unless M > cN for some constant c. This is unsatisfactory since the paradigm of
compressed sensing relies on the ability of recovering sparse or compressible vectors
x from significantly fewer measurements than its ambient dimension N .

Even though one cannot obtain bounds on the approximation error in terms of
!S(x)!2 with constants that are uniform on x (with a fixed matrix A), the situation
is significantly better if we relax the uniformity requirement and seek for a version
of (6) that holds “with high probability”. Indeed, it has been recently shown that
for any specific x, !S(x)!2 can be placed in (6) in lieu of !S(x)!1/

)
S (albeit with

di$erent constants) with high probability on the draw of A if (i) M > cS log N
and (ii) the entries A is drawn independently from a Gaussian distribution or the
columns of A are drawn independently from the uniform distribution on the unit
sphere in RM [30]. In other words, the encoder #1 = #0

1 is (2,2) instance optimal
in probability, a property which was discussed extensively in [10].

Following the notation of [30], we say that a decoder is (q, p) instance optimal if

(8) ##(Ax) $ x#q " C!S(x)!p/S1/p"1/q

holds for all x ! RN . Moreover, a decoder # is said to be (q, p) instance optimal in
probability if (8) holds for a particular x with high probability on the draw of A.
Thus, with this notation the stability results shown by Candès et al. [3] in Theorem
1.1 imply (2,1) instance optimality of the decoder #1 (set $ = 0), while the results
of Wojtaszczyk in [30] show that #1 is (2,2) instance optimal in probability.

Thus, it is now clear that #1 satisfies conditions (C1) and (C2), and it only
remains to note that decoding by #1 amounts to solving an "1 minimization prob-
lem, and is thus tractable. Furthermore, "1 minimization problems can be solved
e!ciently with solvers specifically designed for the sparse recovery scenarios (e.g.
[27], [16], [11]).

1.2. Decoding by "p minimization. We have so far seen that the decoder #"
1

provides robust and stable recovery for compressible signals even when the measure-
ments are noisy, and that with high probability it is (2,2) instance optimal. The
stability and robustness properties are conditioned on an appropriate RIP while
the instance optimality property is dependent on the draw of the matrix from an
appropriate distribution, in addition to RIP.

Recall that the decoders #1 and #"
1 were devised because their action can be

computed by solving optimization problems that are convex approximations to the
combinatorial ones of (2) required to compute #0. The decoders defined by

(9) #"
p(b) = arg min

x
#x#p s.t. #Ax $ b#2 " $,

and

(10) #p = argmin #x#p s.t. Ax = b,

with 0 < p < 1 are also approximations of #0 the action of which is computed by
solving a non-convex optimization problem (which can be solved, at least locally,
much faster than (2)). It is natural to ask whether the decoders #p and #"

p possess
robustness, stability, and instance optimality properties similar to those of #1, and
whether the properties are obtained under weaker conditions than the analogous
ones with p = 1.
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Early work by Gribonval and co-authors [19–22] take some initial steps in an-
swering these questions. In particular, they devise metrics that lead to su!cient
conditions for uniqueness of #1(b) to imply uniqueness of #p(b) and specifically for
having #p(b) = #1(b) = x. The authors also present stability conditions in terms
of various norms that bound the error, and they conclude that the smaller the value
of p is, the more non-zero components can be recovered by (9). These conditions,
however, are hard to check explicitly and no class of deterministic or random ma-
trices was shown to satisfy them at least with high probability. On the other hand,
the authors provide lower bounds for their metrics in terms of generalized mutual
coherence. Still, these conditions are pessimistic in the sense that they generally
guarantee recovery of only very sparse vectors.

Recently, Chartrand showed that in the noise-free setting, a su!ciently sparse
signal can be recovered perfectly with #p, where p ! (0, 1), under less restrictive
RIP requirements than those needed to guarantee perfect recovery with #1. The
following theorem was proved in [7].

Theorem 1.2. [7] Let 0 < p " 1. Assume that x is S-sparse, b = Ax and suppose

that #kS + k
2!p

p #(k+1)S < k
2!p

p $ 1, for some k > 1. Then #p(b) = x.
Note that, for example, when p = 0.5 and k = 3, the above theorem only requires

#3S +27#4S < 26 to guarantee perfect recovery with #0.5, a less restrictive condition
than the analogous one needed to guarantee perfect reconstruction with #1, i.e.,
#3S +3#4S < 2. Moreover, in [8], Staneva and Chartrand study a modified RIP that
is defined by replacing #Ax#2 in (4) with #Ax#p. They show that under this new
definition of #S , the same su!cient condition as in Theorem 1.2 guarantees perfect
recovery. Steneva and Chartrand also show that if A is an M %N Gaussian matrix,
their su!cient condition is satisfied provided M > C1(p)S + pC2(p)S log(N/K).
In other words, the dependence on N of the required number of measurements M
(that guarantees perfect recovery for all x ! "N

S ) disappears as p approaches 0.
This result motivates a more detailed study to understand the properties of the
decoders #p in terms of stability and robustness, which is the objective of this
paper.

1.2.1. Algorithmic Issues. Clearly, recovery by "p minimization poses a non-convex
optimization problem with many local minimizers. Moreover, the results presented
in this work and in others [7, 19–22, 25] assume that the global minimizer has
been found, even though a significant proportion of these results (including all
results in this paper continue to hold if we could obtain a solution (feasible point)
x# which satisfies #x##p " #x#p (where x is the vector to be recovered). It is
encouraging that simulation results from recent papers, e.g., [7,25] strongly indicate
that simple modifications to known approaches like iterated reweighted least squares
algorithms and projected gradient algorithms yield x# that are the global minimizers
of the associated "p minimization (or approximate the global optimizers very well).
Nevertheless, it should be stated that to our knowledge, these algorithms have only
been shown to converge to local minima.

1.3. Paper Outline. In what follows, we present generalizations of the above re-
sults, giving stability and robustness guarantees for "p minimization. In Section 2.1
we show that the decoders #p and #"

p are robust to noise and (2,p) instance opti-
mal, and in that sense stable. For this section we rely and expand on our note [25].
In Section 2.3 we extend [30] and show that for the same range of dimensions as for
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decoding by "1 minimization, i.e., M > cS log(N), #p is also (2,2) instance opti-
mal in probability provided the measurement matrix is drawn from an appropriate
distribution. The generalization is non-trivial and requires a result by Gordon and
Kalton [18] to control the Banach-Mazur distance between a p-convex body and
its convex hull. In Section 3 we present some numerical results, further illustrating
the possible benefits of using "p minimization and highlighting the behavior of the
#p decoder in terms of stability and robustness. Finally, in Section 4 we present
the proofs of the main theorems and corollaries.

While writing this paper, we became aware of the work of Foucart and Lai [17]
which also shows similar (2, p) instance optimality results for p ! (0, 1) under
di$erent su!cient conditions. In essence, one could use the (2, p)-results of Foucart
and Lai to obtain (2, 2) instance optimality in probability results similar to the ones
we present in this paper, albeit with di$erent constants. Since neither the su!cient
conditions for (2, p) instance optimality presented in [17] nor the ones in this paper
are uniformly weaker, and since neither provides uniformly better constants, we
simply use our estimates throughout.

2. Main Results

In this section, we present our main theoretical results pertaining to the ability
of "p minimization to recover sparse and compressible signals in the presence of
noise.

2.1. Sparse recovery with #p: stability and robustness. Here, we present
our results on the robustness and stability properties of #p and #"

p. We show
that under appropriate su!cient conditions, we obtain deterministic performance
guarantees. In fact, it is su!cient that the matrix satisfies an RIP condition that
is weaker than the analogous one for recovery by #1 and #"

1. Thus our results are
of the same nature as the conditions provided in Section (1.1) for "1 minimization
in the general (noisy and non-sparse) setting while being less restrictive.

We begin with a generalization of Theorem 1.1 where x is arbitrary and !S(x)!p

is its best S-term approximation error measured in "p-norm. In particular, we are
interested in controlling the error ##"

p(b) $ x#p
2.

Theorem 2.1 (General Case). Let p ! (0, 1]. Assume that x is arbitrary and
suppose that

(11) #kS + k
2
p"1#(k+1)S < k

2
p"1 $ 1,

for some k > 1, kS ! Z+. Let b = Ax + e where #e#2 " $. Then #"
p(b) satisfies

(12) ##"
p(b) $ x#p

2 " C(1)$p + C(2) !S(x)p
!p

S1"p/2
,

where

(13) C(1) = 2p 1 + kp/2"1(2/p$ 1)"p/2

(1 $ #(k+1)S)p/2 $ (1 + #kS)p/2kp/2"1
, and

(14) C(2) =
2( p

2"p )p/2

k1"p/2

!

1 +
(1 + kp/2"1)(1 + #kS)p/2

(1 $ #(k+1)S)p/2 $ (1+#kS)p/2

k1!p/2

"

.

Remark 2.1.1. By setting p = 1 and k = 3 in Theorem 2.1, we obtain Theorem 1.1,
with precisely the same constants.
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Corollary 2.2 ((2, p) instance optimality). Let p ! (0, 1]. Suppose that for some
k > 1, kS ! Z+ (11), holds then the decoder #p is (2, p) instance optimal, i.e.,

##p(Ax) $ x#2 "
#

C(2)
$1/p !S(x)!p

S1/p"1/2
,

where C(2) is as in (14).

Corollary 2.3 (sparse case). Assume that x is S-sparse and suppose that for some
k > 1, kS ! Z+

(15) #kS + k
2
p"1#(k+1)S < k

2
p"1 $ 1.

Let b = Ax + e where #e#2 " $. Then #"
p(b) satisfies

##"
p(b) $ x#2 "

#

C(1)
$1/p

$,

where C(1) is as in (13).

Remark 2.3.1. In Section 4 we prove Corollary 2.3 independently of Theorem 2.1
which leads to better values of the constants. However, for the sake of clarity of the
text, we simply note that Corollary 2.3 can be deduced from the previous theorem
by specializing it to the case of sparse signals, i.e., !S(x)!p = 0.

Remark 2.3.2. In [17], Foucart and Lai give di$erent su!cient conditions for exact
recovery than those we present. In particular, they show that if

(16) #mS < g(m) :=
(4
)

2 $ 1)(m/2)1/p"1/2 $ 1

(4
)

2 $ 1)(m/2)1/p"1/2 + 1

holds for some m ( 2, mS ! N+, then #p will recover signals in "N
S exactly. Note

that the su!cient condition we present in this paper, namely (11), holds when

(17) #mS < f(m) :=
(m $ 1)2/p"1 $ 1

(m $ 1)2/p"1 + 1

for some m ( 2, mS ! N+. In Figure 1, we compare these di$erent su!cient
conditions as a function of m for p = 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9 respectively. Figure 1 indicates
that neither su!cient condition is weaker than the other for all values of m. In
fact, we can deduce that (16) is weaker when m is close to 2, while (17) is weaker
when m starts to grow larger. Since both conditions are only su!cient, if either
one of them holds for an appropriate m, then #p recovers all signals in "N

S .

Remark 2.3.3. In [12], Davies and Gribonval showed that if one chooses #2S > #(p)
(where #(p) can be computed implicitly for p ! (0, 1]), then there exist matrices
with the prescribed #2S for which #p fails to recover signals in "N

S . Note that this
result does not contradict with the results that we present in this paper: we provide
su!cient conditions (e.g., (11)) in terms of #(k+1)S , where k > 1 and kS ! N+, that
guarantee recovery by #p. These conditions are weaker than the corresponding
conditions ensuring recovery by #1, which suggests that using #p can be beneficial.
Moreover, the numerical examples we provide in Section 3 indicate that by using
#p, one can recover signals in "N

Sp
, p ! (0, 1] even when #1 fails to recover them

(see Figure 2).
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g
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Figure 1. A comparison of the su!cient conditions on #mS in (17)
and (16) as a function of m, for p = 0.1 (Top), p = 0.5 (Center)
and p = 0.9 (Bottom).

Remark 2.3.4. In summary, Theorem 2.1 states that if (11) is satisfied then we
can recover signals in "N

S stably by decoding with #"
p. It is worth mentioning that

the su!cient conditions presented here reduce the gap between the conditions for
exact recovery with #0 (i.e., #2S < 1) and with #1, e.g., #3S < 1/3. For example
for k = 2 and p = 0.5, #3S < 7/9 is su!cient. In fact, this improvement can be
quantified as follows. Let Sp be the largest allowed value of S in (12), which is
determined by (11). In the noise free setting, if x ! "N

S with S " Sp, #p recovers
x exactly. It is easy to see from (11) that if 0 < p < q " 1, then we have Sp ( Sq.
In the next subsection, we compute a lower bound for the ratio Sp/Sq.

2.2. The relationship between S1 and Sp. Let A be an M % N matrix with
RIP(j, #j), j = 1, . . . , M . Suppose, in addition, that A is in general position and
consequently #j < 1 for all j " M . Let 0 < p < q " 1, and define Sr for the matrix
A (with r ! (0, 1]) as the largest value of S for which a slightly stronger version of
(11) given by

(18) #(k+1)S <
k2/r"1 $ 1

k2/r"1 + 1

holds for some k. Let j = (k + 1)S, then (18) is equivalent to requiring

(19) S <
j

1 +
#

1+#j

1"#j

$r/(2"r)
,

and consequently this gives

(20) Sr = max
j!{2,...,M}

%

%

%

%

&

j

1 +
#

1+#j

1"#j

$r/(2"r)

'

'

'

'

(

subject to
j

1 +
#

1+#j

1"#j

$r/(2"r)
/! N.
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Let j# be the optimal value of j that yields Sq in (20) and suppose that Sq ( 1.
Consequently,

j#

1 +
#

1+#j"

1"#j"

$p/(2"p)
(

j#

1 +
#

1+#j"

1"#j"

$q/(2"q)
( 1.

Observe that if a ( b ( 1 then $a%
$b% ( +a/b,. Thus,

Sp/Sq (

%

%

%

%

&

1 +
#

1+#j"

1"#j"

$q/(2"q)

1 +
#

1+#j"

1"#j"

$p/(2"p)

'

'

'

'

(
.

In particular, when q = 1, we obtain,

Sp/S1 (

%

%

%

%

&

1 +
#

1+#j"

1"#j"

$

1 +
#

1+#j"

1"#j"

$p/(2"p)

'

'

'

'

(

(
)

1

(1 $ #j")(2"2p)/(2"p)

*

.

In the last inequality we used the fact that 1 + ar " 21"r(1 + a)r, when r ! (0, 1].
So, we have proved the following proposition.

Proposition 2.4. Suppose for some k and S1, #(k+1)S1
< k"1

k+1 . Then #1 recovers
S1-sparse vectors and #p recovers Sp-sparse vectors with

Sp (

+

,

1

1 $ #(k+1)S1

-(2"2p)/(2"p)
.

S1.

2.3. Instance optimality in probability of #p. In this section, we show that
#p is (2, 2) instance optimal in probability. Our approach is based on that of [30],
which we summarize now. A matrix A is said to possess the LQ1(%) property i$

A(BN
1 ) - %BM

2 .

In [30], Wojtaszczyk shows that random Gaussian matrices of size M % N , as
well as matrices whose columns are drawn uniformly from the sphere posses the

LQ1(%) property, % = µ
/

log (N/M)
M with high probability. Noting that such ma-

trices also satisfy RIP ((k + 1)S, #) with S < c M
log(N/M) with high probability, Wo-

jtaszczyk proves that #1, with these matrices, is (2,2) instance optimal in prob-
ability. Our strategy for proving instance optimality for #p, p ! (0, 1), relies on
the non-trivial generalization of the LQ1 property to an LQp(%) property with

% = 1/Cp

#

µ2 log (N/M)
M

$(1/p"1/2)
. Specifically, we say that a matrix A satisfies

LQp(%) i$

A(BN
p ) - %BM

2 .

Once we establish this property, the proof of instance optimality in probability for
#p proceeds largely unchanged from Wojtaczszyk’s proof with modifications only
to account for the non-convexity of the "p-norm with p ! (0, 1). We present the
relevant theorems on instance optimality of the #p decoder, while deferring the
proofs to section 4. Note that throughout this section, we will use A$ to denote
matrices whose entries are drawn from a zero mean, normalized column variance
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Gaussian distribution and Ã$ to denote matrices drawn uniformly from the sphere.
Our main results are as follows.

We start with the main lemma, which shows that the matrices A$ and Ã$ satisfy
the LQp property with high probability.

Lemma 2.5. Ã$ and A$ satisfy the LQp(%) property with

% = 1/Cp

#

µ2 log (N/M)
M

$1/p"1/2
with probability ( 1 $ e"cM on the draw of the

matrix. Here, Cp is a constant that depends only on p.
As we shall see in Section 4, proving Lemma 2.5 is non-trivial and requires

a result by [18] also reported in [23] relating the Banach-Mazur distances of p-
convex bodies to their convex hulls. On the other hand, this lemma provides the
machinery needed to extend the results on (2,2) instance optimality of #1 to #p,
where p ! (0, 1]. In particular, it allows us to show the following theorem, which
extends an analogous result of Wojtaszczyk [30].

Theorem 2.6. Suppose that A satisfies RIP (S, #) and
LQp

0

1/Cp(µ2/S)1/p"1/2
1

. If (A,#) is (2,p) instance optimal, i.e.,

##(Ax) $ x#2 < C2,p
!S(x)!p

S1/p"1/2

then for any x ! RN , e ! RM , all of the following hold.

(i) ##(Ax + e) $ x#2 " C(#e#2 + %S(x)!p

S1/p!1/2 )
(ii) ##(Ax) $ x#2 " C(#AxT c

0
#2 + !S(x)!2)

(iii) ##(Ax + e) $ x#2 " C(#e#2 + !S(x)!2 + #AxT c
0
#2)

Finally, our main theorem on the instance optimality in probability of the #p

decoder follows.

Theorem 2.7. Let A ! RM&N be drawn from iid Gaussian random variables or
from the uniform distribution on the sphere. .S0 < cM/ logN s.t. /S < S0

(i) .%1; P (%1) ( 1 $ ecM , for any x ! RN , e ! RM :

##p(A$(x) + e) $ x#2 " C(#e#2 +
!S(x)!p

S1/p"1/2
),

(ii) for any x ! RN , .%1; P (%1) ( 1 $ ecM , s.t. for any e ! RM :

##p(A$(x) + e) $ x#2 " C (#e#2 + !S(x)!2 ) .

The statement also holds for Ã$.
Note that the constants above (both denoted by C) rely on the parameters of

the particular LQp and RIP properties that the matrix satisfies, and are given
explicitly in Section 4.

Remark 2.7.1. The above theorem pertains to the decoders #p which, like the
analogous theorem for #1 presented in [30], requires no knowledge of the noise
level. In other words, #p provides estimates of sparse and compressible signals from
limited and noisy observations without having to explicitly account for the noise in
the decoding. This provides a practical advantage when estimates of measurement
noise levels are absent. This may be especially important in compressed sensing
applications since the measurements will generally be Gaussian distributed with
zero mean. Assuming that the noise is also Gaussian distributed with unknown
variance, it may be hard to estimate its level a posteriori.
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3. Numerical Experiments

In this section, we present the results of some numerical experiments to highlight
important aspects of sparse reconstruction by decoding using #p, 0 < p " 1. First,
we are interested in the su!cient conditions under which decoding with #p can
guarantee perfect recovery of signals in "N

S for di$erent values of p and S. We
also present numerical results to observe the robustness and instance optimality of
the #p decoder. In other words, we want to observe the linear growth of the "2

reconstruction error ##p(Ax + e) $ x#2, as a function of !S(x)!2 and of #e#2.
To that end, we generate a 100 % 300 matrix whose columns are drawn from

a Gaussian distribution and estimate its RIP constants #S via Monte Carlo (MC)
simulations. Under the assumption that the estimated constants are in fact the
correct ones (while in fact they are only lower bounds), Figure 2 (left) shows the
regions where (11) guarantees recovery for di$erent (S, p)-pairs. On the other hand,
Figure 2 (right) shows the empirical recovery rates using the same matrix with fifty
di$erent instances of x ! "N

S , and decoding by #p, where we choose the non-zero
coe!cients of x randomly from the Gaussian distribution. Moreover, we compute
#p(Ax), as a solution to the "p optimization problem of (10) by using a projected
gradient algorithm on a smoothed version of #x#p

p, namely
2

i (x2
i + $2)p/2, where

the solution to each subproblem, starting with a large $ is used as an initial estimate
for the next subproblem with a smaller $. Note that this approach is similar to
the one described in [7]. Clearly, the empirical results show that #p is successful
in a wider range of scenarios than those predicted by Theorem 2.1. This can be
attributed to the fact that the conditions presented in this paper are only su!cient,
or to the fact that in practice what is observed is not necessarily a manifestation
of uniform recovery. Rather, the practical results could be interpreted as success of
#p with high probability on either x or A.

Region where recovery with Δp is guaranteed for p and S
 (Light Shading = Recoverable)

p

S
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Figure 2. For a Gaussian matrix A ! R100&300, whose #S val-
ues are estimated via MC simulations, we generate the theoretical
(left) and practical (right) phase-diagrams for reconstruction via
"p minimization.
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Figure 3. Reconstruction error with compressible signals (left),
noisy observations (right). Observe the almost linear growth of
the error in compressible signals and for di$erent values of p, high-
lighting the instance optimality of the decoders. The plots were
generated by averaging the results of 10 experiments with the same
matrix A and randomized locations of the coe!cients of x. The
dashed line represents the total error ##(Ax) $ x#2.

Next, we generate scenarios that allude to the conclusions of Theorem 2.7. To
that end, we generate a signal composed of xT ! "300

40 , supported on an index set
T , and a signal zT c supported on T c, where all the coe!cients are drawn from
the Gaussian distribution. Moreover, we normalize xT and zT c so that #xT #2 =
#zT c#2 = 1. We now generate x = xT + &zT c with increasing values of & (starting
from 0), thereby decreasing the compressibility of the signal x. For this experiment,
we choose our measure matrix A ! R100&300 by drawing its columns uniformly from
the sphere. For each value of & we measure the reconstruction error ##p(Ax)$x#2,
and we repeat the process 10 times while randomizing the index set T but preserving
the coe!cient values. We report the averaged results in Figure 3 (left) for di$erent
values of p. Similarly, we generate noisy observations AxT + &e, of a sparse signal
xT ! "300

40 where #xT #2 = #e#2 = 1 and increase the level of the noise starting from
& = 0. We then measure ##p(AxT + &e) $ xT #2 (again over 10 realizations where
we randomize T ) and report the averaged results in Figure 3 (right), for di$erent
values of p. In both cases, we observe the error increasing linearly. Moreover, when
the signal is highly compressible or when the noise level is low, we observe that
reconstruction with #p, p < 1 yields lower error than with p = 1.

Finally, in Figure 4, we plot the results of an experiment in which we generate
signals whose sorted coe!cients x(j), decay according to some power law, i.e.,
x(j) < Cj"1/q, where 0 < q < 1 and with #x#2 = 1, for various values of q.
We then examine the recovery with #p for di$erent values of p ! (0, 1). The
results, obtained by averaging over 50 di$erent experiments with di$erent matrices
A, indicate that values of p 0 q provide the lowest reconstruction errors. Note that
in Figure 4, we report the results in form of signal to noise ratios defined as

SNR = 20 log10

,

#x#2

##(Ax) $ x#2

-

.
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Figure 4. Reconstruction signal to noise ratios (in dB) of using
#p to recover signals whose sorted coe!cients decay according to
a power law (x(j) = cj"1/q, #x#2 = 1) as a function of q (left)
and as a function of p (right). The presented results are averages
of 50 experiments performed with di$erent matrices in R100&200.
Observe that for highly compressible signals, e.g., for q = 0.4,
there is a 5 dB gain in using p < 0.6 as compared to p = 1. The
performance advantage is about 2 dB for q = 0.6. As the signals
become much less compressible, i.e., as we increase q to 0.9 the
performances are almost identical.

4. proofs

Proof of Corollary 2.3. As we stated previously, we will prove Corollary 2.3
independently of Theorem 2.1. Our proof follows the proof by Candès et. al. [3]
with modifications to account for the non-convexity of the "p norms. Let x be the
original signal with its S nonzero coe!cients supported on T0 and let x# := #"

p(b).
Let h = x# $ x = hT0 + hT c

0
be the di$erence between the original and recovered

signal, divided into two parts hT0 with nonzero coe!cients on T0 and hT c
0

similarly
supported on T c

0 . It can easily be shown that #hT c
0
#p

p " #hT0#p
p.

Divide T c
0 into sets T1, T2, ... such that 1i'1Ti = T c

0 , where T1 supports the kS
largest coe!cients of hT c

0
, T2 supports the second kS largest coe!cients of hT c

0
,

and so on. Let T01 = T0 1 T1. Note that Ah = AT01hT01 +
2

i'2 ATihTi . Since
#Ax# $ b#2 < $ then #Ah#2 " 2$. This leads to the following inequality

(21) (2$)p ( #Ah#p
2 ( #AT01hT01#

p
2 $

3

i'2

#ATihTi#
p
2.

where we define AT01 as the sub-matrix of A whose columns correspond to T01. The
sub-matrices ATi are defined analogously. Since #(T01) = (k+1)S and #(Ti) = kS,
then

(22) (2$)p (
0

1 $ #(k+1)S

1p/2#hT01#
p
2 $

0

1 + #kS

1p/2 3

i'2

#hTi#
p
2.

What remains now is to bound
2

i'2 #hTi#
p
2 and #hT01#

p
2 in terms of #h#2. Observe

that |hT c
0
|p(l) "

P

i |hTc
0
|p
(i)

l =
(hT c

0
(p

p

l , where |hT c
0
|(l) is the lth largest element of |hT c

0
|.
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Thus, taking the 1
p th power, squaring, and summing over l ! T c

01 we get

(23) #hT c
01
#2
2 "

#hT c
0
#2

p
2"p

p (kS)2/p"1
"

#hT0#2
p

2"p
p (kS)2/p"1

.

Now, note that |hTi+1(u)|p "
2

t!Ti
|hTi(t)|p/(kS) = #hTj#p

p/(kS) /u ! Ti+1. Tak-

ing the 1
p th power, squaring, and summing over u ! Ti+1, we get #hTi+1#2

2 "
(kS)1"2/p#hTi#2

p. Thus,

(24)
3

i'2

#hTi#
p
2 " (kS)p/2"1#hT0#p

p.

Noting that #hT0#p " S1/p"1/2#hT0#2, so #hT0#p
p " S1"p/2#hT01#

p
2 we can now

substitute in (22) to get

(25) (2$)p (
0

1 $ #(k+1)S

1p/2#hT01#
p
2 $

0

1 + #kS

1p/2 #hT01#
p
2

k1"p/2
.

Using (23),

#h#2
2 = #hT01#2

2 + #hT c
01
#2
2 " #hT01#2

2(1 +
1

k2/p"1(2/p$ 1)
),

which when substituted in (25) yields the desired result.

Proof outline of Theorem 2.1. This proof is similar to the analogous proof
in [3] and di$ers from the previous one by defining T0 as the support set of the
S largest coe!cients of x , which is now no longer assumed sparse. This leads to
#hT c

0
#p

p " #hT0#p
p + 2#xT c

0
#p

p. Using this inequality instead of the analogous one
from the previous proof, the rest proceeds similarly with minor modifications to
lead to the desired result. "

Proof of Lemma 2.5. To prove this Lemma, we will use some results of [30]
and [18].

Theorem 4.1 ( [30]). Let 0 < µ < 1/
4

(2) and let C1M(ln(M))& " N " eCM for
some ' > (1$ 2µ2)"1 and some constants C, C1 > 0. There exists a constant c > 0

such that the set %µ of those ()s where A$ satisfies LQ1(µ
/

ln N/M
M ):

(26) A$(BN
1 ) - µ

5

lnN/M

M
BM

2

has probability ( 1 $ e"cM . The same is true for Ã$.
We will also use the following adaptation of Lemma 2 from [18]. Note that we

use conv(K) to denote the convex-hull of a body K and following [18] and [23] we
use d0(K, B) to denote the Banach-Mazur distance defined as

d0(K, B) := infu:Rn*Rn{&; K 2 uB 2 &K}

with the infimum taken over all linear operators u.

Lemma 4.2. Let 0 < p < 1, and let K be a p-convex body in Rn, Bn
2 be the

"2-norm ball in Rn, then

d0(K, Bn
2 ) " Cpd0(conv(K), Bn

2 )(2/p"1),
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where

Cp =

,

21"p +
(1 $ p)21"p/2

p

-

2!p

p2
,

1

(1 $ p) ln 2

-

2!2p
p2

.

We defer the proof of this lemma to the Appendix. "
Now, note that Ã$(BN

1 ) 2 BM
2 , because (Ã$(BN

1 ) 2 BM
2 ) 3 (/x ! RN

such that #x#1 = 1, #Ã$x#2 " 1) 3 (#Ã$#1*2 = 1), but #Ã#1*2 is the largest
column norm of Ã$, which is 1 by construction. Therefore we have

BM
2 - Ã$(BN

1 ) - µ

5

lnN/M

M
BM

2 .

This implies that

(27) d0(Ã$(BN
1 ), BM

2 ) "

6

µ

5

lnN/M

M

7"1

.

The next step is to note that conv(BN
p ) = BN

1 and consequently

Ã$

0

conv(BN
p )

1

= conv
#

Ã$(BN
p )

$

= Ã$(BN
1 ). We can now invoke Lemma 4.2 to

conclude that

d0(Ã$(BN
p ), BM

2 ) " Cpd0(conv(Ã$(BN
p )), BM

2 )
2!p

p

= Cpd0(Ã$(BN
1 ), BM

2 )
2!p

p .(28)

Finally, by using (27), we find that

(29) d0(Ã$(BN
p ), BM

2 ) " Cp

,

µ2 lnN/M

M

-1/2"1/p

,

and consequently

(30) Ã$(BN
p ) -

1

Cp

,

µ2 lnN/M

M

-(1/p"1/2)

BM
2 .

In other words, the matrix Ã$ satisfies the LQp(%) property with

% = 1/Cp

#

µ2 log (N/M)
M

$1/p"1/2
provided Ã$ has the LQ1 property, which we know

by [30] is true with high probability. To see that the same is true for A$, note that
there exists a set % with p(%) > 1 $ ecM such that #Aj(()#2 < 2 for w ! %, for
every column Aj of A$. Using this observation one can trace the above proof with
minor modifications. "

Proof of Theorem 2.6. We start with the following lemma, the proof of which
for p < 1 follows with very little modification from the analogous proof of Lemma
3.1 in [30] and shall be omitted.

Lemma 4.3. Suppose that A satisfies RIP (S, #) and
LQp

0

1/Cp(µ2/S)1/p"1/2
1

.

Call )p = µ2/p"1/Cp then /x ! RN , .x̃ ! RN such that:

(i) Ax = Ax̃

(ii) #x̃#p " S1/p!1/2

'p
#Ax#2

(iii) #x̃#2 " C(#, )p)#Ax#2
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Here, C(#, )p) = 1
'p

+ 'p(1"#)+1
(1"#2)'p

.

We now proceed to prove Theorem 2.6. Our proof follows the steps of [30] and
di$ers in the handling of the non-convexity of the "p norms when p ! (0, 1).

Proof of (i). Recall that A satisfies LQp(
'p

S1/p!1/2 ), so .z ! RN ;

Az = e and #z#p " S1/p!1/2

'p
#Ax#2; #z#2 " C(#, )p)#e#2 = C1#e#2.

Now, A(x + z) = Ax + e, and # is (2, p) instance optimal. Thus,

##(A(x) + e) $ (x + z)#2 " C)
2,p

!S(x + z)!p

S1/p"1/2
,

and consequently

##(A(x) + e) $ (x)#2 " #z#2 + C)
2,p

!S(x + z)!p

S1/p"1/2

" C1#e#2 + C)
2,p

!S(x + z)!p

S1/p"1/2

" C1#e#2 + 21/p"1C)
2,p

!S(x)!p + #z#p

S1/p"1/2

" C1#e#2 + 21/p"1C)
2,p

!S(x)!p

S1/p"1/2
+ 21/p"1C)

2,p
#Az#2

)p

=4 ##(A(x) + e) $ (x)#2 "
#

C1 + 21/p"1C)
2,p/)p

$

#e#2 + 21/p"1C)
2,p

!S(x)!p

S1/p"1/2
.

Proof of (ii). As in the analogous proof of [30], (ii) can be seen as a special case of
(iii), with e = 0. We therefore turn to proving (iii).

Proof of (iii). Once again, we utilize the LQp property to deduce the following
preliminary facts,

.v, Av = e; #v#p " s1/p"1/2/)p#e#2, #v#2 " C1#e#2, and

.z, Az = AxT c
0
; #z#p " s1/p"1/2/)p#AxT c

0
#2, #z#2 " C1#AxT c

0
#2.

Here T0 supports the S largest coe!cients of x. Similar to the previous part we
can see that A(xT0 + z + v) = Ax + e and by the hypothesis of (2, p) instance
optimality of #, we have

##(Ax + e) $ (xT0 + z + v)#2 " C)
2,p

!S(xT0 + z + v)!p

S1/p"1/2
.

Consequently by observing that xT0 = x $ xT c
0

and using the triangle inequality,
we can write

##(A(x) + e) $ (x)#2 " #xT c
0
$ z $ v#2 + C)

2,p
!S(xT0 + z + v)!p

S1/p"1/2

" #xT c
0
$ z $ v#2 + 21/p"1(C)

2,p)

,

#z#p + #v#p

S1/p"1/2

-

" !S(x)!2 + #z#2 + #v#2 + 21/p"1C)
2,p

,#AxT c
0
#2

)p
+

#e#2

)p

-

" !S(x)!2 +

,

C1 + 21/p"1 C)
2,p

)p

-

(#e#2 + #AxT c
0
#2).(31)

This concludes the proof of this theorem. "
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Proof of Theorem 2.7. By Theorem 2.1, #p is (2, p) instance optimal if A sat-
isfies an appropriate RIP. But, if S 0 %M/ log N , then we have RIP (S, #) and
LQp()p/S1/p"1/2), with high probability. Therefore we can apply part (i) of The-
orem 2.6 to get the first part of this theorem, i.e.,

##(A(x) + e) $ (x)#2 "
,

C1 +
(2C(2))1/p

2)p

-

#e#2 + (2C(2))1/p !S(x)!p

2S1/p"1/2
.

Moreover, note that for any x, #AxT c
0
#2 " 2#xT c

0
#2 = 2!S(x)!p with probability

> 1$ e"cM on the draw of A. Combined with the part (iii) of Theorem 2.6, we see
that the following holds with high probability.

##(A(x) + r)$(x)#2 "
,

1 + 2C1 +
(2C(2))1/p

)p

-

!S(x)!2+

,

C1 +
(2C(2))1/p

2)p

-

#e#2.

"

5. Appendix: Proof of Lemma 4.2

In this section we provide the proof of Lemma 4.2. We provide this proof for the
sake of completeness and also because we explicitly calculate the optimal constants
involved. Thus, let us first introduce some notation used in [18] and [23]. For q !
(1, 2] and a body K ! Rn, define the gauge functional #x#K = inf{t > 0; x ! tK}.
Also, define Tq(K) as the smallest constant C such that /m, x1, ..., xm ! K

inf
"i=±1

8

#
m

3

i=1

$ixi#K

9

" Cm1/q

holds. We call a body K p-convex if for any x, y ! K and any &, µ ! [0, 1],&p +
µp = 1, &x + µy ! K. Given a p-convex body K, define %m = %m(K) =

sup{ (
Pm

i=1 xi(K

m ; xi ! K, i " m}. Note that %m < m"1+1/p.
Let #K = d0(K, conv(K)) = inf{& > 0; convK 2 &K} = sup%m, where the last

equality is by a result of [24]. We will now prove Lemma 4.2 in its original more
general form [18].

Lemma 5.1. Let p ! (0, 1), q ! (1, 2], K be a p-convex body and B be a symmetric

body with respect to the origin. Define * = 1/p"1/q
1"1/q , then

d0(K, B) " Cp,qTq(B)("1d0(conv(K), B)(.

Proof. Let d = d0(K, B) and T = Tq(B). We can assume that (1/d)B 2 K 2 B.
Let m be a positive integer and let xi, i ! 1, 2, ..., 2m be a collection of points
in K. Then, xi ! B and by the definition of T , . a choice of signs $i so that
#

22m

i=1 $ixi#B " T 2m/q. Since B is symmetric, we can assume that D = {i; $i = 1}
has #D > 2m"1. Now we can write

#
2m
3

i=1

xi#p
K = #

2m
3

i=1

$ixi + 2
3

i/!D

xi#p
K " dp#

3

i=1

2m

$ixi#p
B + 2p#

3

i/!D

xi#p
K

" dpT p2mp/q + 2mp%p
2m!1
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Thus by taking the supremum over all possible xi’s and dividing by 2mp, we obtain,
for any m,

%p
2m " dpT p2mp/q"mp + %p

2m!1 .

By applying this inequality for m$1, m$2, ..., k, we obtain the following inequality
for any k " m

(32) %p
2m " dpT p

+
3

i=k+1

2ip(1"1/q) + %p
2k " dpT p 2"kp(1"1/q)

p(1 $ 1/q) ln 2
+ 2k(1"p).

Note that since #K = sup%m, we now want to minimize the right hand side in (32)
by choosing k appropriately. Since we can freely choose m as large as necessary,
we obtain the optimal value of k, say k#, by taking the derivative with respect to
k and setting it to zero. However, k# is not necessarily an integer. On the other
hand, by choosing k = k# + 1, we can bound the right hand side of (32) which is
monotonic for k > k# . This yields the following estimate for #K .

(33) #K " (dT )
(1!p)

(1!p/q)

,

21"p + 2"p(1"1/q) 1 $ p

p(1 $ 1/q)

-1/p 1

((1 $ p) ln 2)
1/p!1
1!p/q

.

The result follows from the inequality d0(K, B) " #Kd0(conv(K), B) with

Cp,q =

,

21"p + 2"p(1"1/q) 1 $ p

p(1 $ 1/q)

-

1!p/q

p2(1!1/q)
,

1

(1 $ p) ln 2

-

1/p!1
p(1!1/q)

.

"
Finally, to adapt the above proof to obtain Lemma 4.2, observe that in our case

B = Bn
2 , hence by choosing q = 2, we have T2 = 1, and

Cp =

,

21"p +
(1 $ p)21"p/2

p

-

2!p
p2

,

1

(1 $ p) ln 2

-

2!2p

p2

.
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